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ABSTRACT 

 

Along with the technological developments of ICT (Information and Communication 

Technology) today, the society claimed to be more active in knowing the technology is being 

developed at this time. Information should be a very important thing, is not surprised by the 

development of the telecommunications world. Namely the role of SMS (Short Message Service) 

in everyday life is a habit that is very closely keterbiasaan hubangannya with our lives. 

On the other hand can not be separated from the world of cyber (internet) which yore 

who used th manual system, so it will be soon a bandoned and replaced with computer-based 

system or the internet online. This is due, the manual system has many disadvantages compared 

to the internet online computer-based system, both in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. 

In a day-to-day activities, we know that now is the process of admission of new students 

are always routinely carried high. Various constraints also appear in each process of the 

implementation of these activities both from party committees and candidates for student 

applicants. Information systems are desirable from the school or the committee organizers were 

able to provide maximum information in an accurate, fast and flexibelitas in terms of efficiency 

and effectiveness of time. 

In this final project will benefit from the SMS Gateway is implemented as a tool to 

convey information about the selection process of new students at a state high school 

sekabupaten Jombang. With expectations so that students can cosmpete in meemperoleh school 

they want and they expect. While for this website used to know the processes of anything 

dipendaftaran so that the results of an information can be known by the prospective applicant is 

good anywhere and anytime. 

With the SMS Gateway and the website is expected to be created a new hope, what is the 

bottleneck problems of new students before-before we can finish well and easily so that it can 

produce a maximum result and benefit for both parties. 
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